
Orchestrator - Bug #44699

cephadm: removing services leaves configs behind

03/20/2020 05:04 PM - Sage Weil

Status: Closed % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee:    

Category: cephadm   

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport:  Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

Some of the configs are created by cephadm itself.  The user might have created some too, but the config history will have it if the

user really needs the info.

Related issues:

Related to Orchestrator - Bug #44698: cephadm: removing daemons leaves auth k... Duplicate

Related to Orchestrator - Bug #44644: cephadm: RGW: updating the spec doesn't... Closed

Related to Orchestrator - Feature #48624: ceph orch drain <host> Resolved

Related to Orchestrator - Bug #48164: Orchestrator: failed deployments leave ... Resolved

Duplicated by Orchestrator - Bug #48597: pybind/mgr/cephadm: mds_join_fs not ... Resolved

History

#1 - 03/26/2020 08:32 PM - Sebastian Wagner

which config? things in the mon store?

#2 - 04/03/2020 02:55 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #44698: cephadm: removing daemons leaves auth keys behind added

#3 - 04/03/2020 02:56 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #44644: cephadm: RGW: updating the spec doesn't update the mon store added

#4 - 05/14/2020 02:00 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Category set to cephadm

#5 - 12/15/2020 04:44 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Duplicated by Bug #48597: pybind/mgr/cephadm: mds_join_fs not cleaned up added

#6 - 01/11/2021 11:29 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Feature #48624: ceph orch drain <host> added

#7 - 01/11/2021 11:31 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #48164: Orchestrator: failed deployments leave orphaned auth entries added

#8 - 03/28/2022 08:44 AM - Redouane Kachach Elhichou
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- Status changed from New to Closed

Closing for the following reasons:

1) Doesn't have the enough information to describe what "config" is left over

2) All related BUGs have been closed
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